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GROUP PROGRAMS

With our summer camp, we saw what an
amazing impact the group program
made for children and families! 

With the pairing of the N.U.T.S. Obstacle
course and interactive trivia platform,
we'll be launching NEW GROUP
PROGRAMS!

We're in development now to have these
programs run as soon as possible, and
have even started a pre-order wait list!

To be the first to get updates and
priority registration contact us at
limitlessyouthinc@gmail.com THERAPEUTIC ART

ONLINE PROGRAM

We are currently developing a new

online program! It will focus on self

and emotional regulation through

therapeutic art! 

therapeutic art is where abstract

meets concrete, making it an

effective way to support discussions,

learning, and skill-building. To get

priority updates and registrations

send us an email!



BECOME A SPONSOR 

Throughout the summer we saw our
sponsors make a meaningful
difference in the lives of children,
youth, and their families. 

Sponsorship helps to provide a family
with the opportunity to remove
barriers to receiving social/emotional
wellness support. These sponsorship
increases the amount of flexible,
individualized, and responsice
support they deserve.

THANK YOU VOLUNTEERS!

We could not have provided such an
impactful experience to our summer
camp clients without our amazing
volunteers!

Alongside us, our volunteers supported
our campers, created meaningful
therapeutic relationships, and practiced
facilitating new activities that promotoed
social/emotional wellness! 

Volunteers play a crucial role in
providing children, youth, and families
the accessibility to caring, responsive,
and supporting programs! Thank you to
each and every one of you! 

This summer, sponsorship made
these things possible:

-Therapeutic Art Program

- A Week of Summer Camp

-Healthy and Yummy food for a week
of Camp

If you would be interested in making
a difference for your community,
reach out and we can help you make
a difference!
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